NEWSLETTER

Rounds 8 OULTON PARK
The JPR UVio duo of Graham Roberts and Farquini Deott proved unbeatable,
leading for the majority of the four hour race at the Oulton Park seasons ﬁnale.
Team Sherardize/Nielsen Racing crew of Peter Belshaw and Marcus Clutton
were fastest again in qualifying. But having won the last three races, they were
lined up at the back of the 23 car grid while Julian Bricknell was on pole with the
Trumans car.
But one casualty from qualifying was the 61 Team Lane Rooﬁng car. Having
suﬀered a chronic misﬁre in their own car during testing, they borrowed
another only for Dominic Jackson to suﬀer a stuck throttle at Knickerbrook. “If
it had been on the straight I may have stood a chance, but when I braked it
went faster and straight into the tyre wall,” he explained.
Despite a valiant eﬀort from the team, they were unable to start and it became
a 23 car grid.
As the lights went out Roberts soon made his intentions clear, taking JPR UVio
into a growing lead out of Old Hall on the opening lap, despite straightlining
the Knickerbrook chicane after locking up.
Bill Addison also spun at Knickerbrook and was left facing oncoming traﬃc. “I
think we had the brake bias wrong so as soon as I hit the brakes it swapped
ends, scary,” he explained.

There was plenty of movement behind the lead group too as Anthony Reid
stormed through the order for PW Racing, while Steve Johansen’s progress was
also thwarted when he had climbed to ninth in the Geometric car after 11 laps,
only to be hit from Scuderia XCat’s Rob Thomas at Lodge. “He outbraked
himself and pushed me oﬀ,” Johansen explained after losing part of his rear
bodywork.
Also in trouble were Team Sherardize/Nielsen Racing who had to make an
early stop due to an oil leak. Peter Belshaw had started and climbed to 15th,
but they were unable to take back the three laps they lost.
As the hour came up UVio’s lead was slashed by a safety car intervention, but
with Farquini Deott in for the second stint they were still in control, with Henry
Dawes back into second for 2 Rent Dominos, having early lost the place to Reid,
before he handed the PW car to Paul Wighton. “The car worked really well from
the start, but I didn’t want to take any early risks,” said Reid, a thought echoed
by Honeywell’s Geoﬀ Fawcett.
The second pitstop window coincided with the second safety car after TWM,
CCS Media and DFDC all collided at Shell on the 34th lap.
Deott handed the lead car back to Roberts, with Hart back in form Dawes
holding second, from Apollo’s debutant Harry Mailer, Track Focused Neil Smith
and Champion Racelogic’s Jon Tomlinson.
Although the lead duo began to settle, at the second hour JPR UVio’s lead had
grown to a massive 14 seconds.
2 Rent Dominos were just holding onto second but after Guy Wenham continued the recovery progress for Geometric, having taken over from Sister Zoe,
they had closed in on Eco Racing for ﬁfth, with Team Honeywell laying in wait
from sixth.

Chris Hart slotted into second for Track Torque/2 Rent Dominos after ousting
Phil Marsh’s TWM car. But as Roberts’ lead was up to eight seconds after only
ﬁve laps, a huge train formed to battle for third, with Graham Pattle’s Wave 9
car inches ahead of JPR Team Thunder Chickens’ Martin Gibson, Marsh and
Ciro Carannante for CCS Media.
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The third pit stop window opened only a few laps into the third hour, but once
the stops had been completed Honeywell had moved into the podium places,
having squeezed out Geometric and Eco Racing.
60 laps in and there were still 10 cars on the lead lap, with UVio’s dominance
holding ﬁrm at 20 secs, with 2 Rent Dominos still a solid second as Honeywell
kept a marginal advantage over Geometric for third, who also had Eco Racing
reeling them in too.
A reshuﬄe for third soon followed, with Eco’s Paul Abraham having already
got past Geometric, then took Honeywell’s Fawcett for third on lap 68, but
brought Zoe Wenham closer again too.
It was still any one from three for third place as the ﬁnal hour approached, but
there was no doubting the winners. Deott brought the car home to a massive
45+ secs victory. “I had tried to get a good gap early on to prepare for any
issues, but we lost our margin three times with the safety car and had to do it
all again. But the car was brilliant and both of us drove consistently,” said
Roberts.
“We rebuilt our leads safely but the team weren’t conﬁdent I would hold on,”
Deott admitted. Dawes found himself under pressure in the closing laps for
second though, with Eco Racing closing in as they had Geometric challenging.
But disaster struck for Tom Mills in the Eco car, when he had contact with a
backmarker and started to lose bodywork. “It had been so close and good
racing, but then it was just hold on,” said co-driver Abraham.
Dawes held onto second with only 1.043 secs in hand, “we found as the fuel
got lighter we quickened up, just brilliant though,” said 2Rent Dominos Hart.

RESULTS
1 JPR UVio (Graham Roberts/Farquini Deott 108 laps in 4h00m42.987s
(72.46mph);
2 Track Torque/2 Rent Dominos (Chris Hart/Henry Dawes +45.903s;
3 Geometric (Stephen Johansen/Zoe Wenham/Guy Wenham);

Guy Wenham completed the podium for Geometric, with Eco ﬁnally ﬁnishing
fourth. Neil Plimmer did his best to hold onto ﬁfth, “I had to be totally defensive
as it was like I had rear wheel steering,” said the Honeywell driver after his
defence was breached by Sean Cooper (Track Focused) and Anthony Reid (PW)
who took the ﬂag nose to tail.

4 Eco Racing (Paul Abraham/Tom Mills);

Plimmer was the last driver to remain unlapped in seventh, with Apollo Motorsport, Scuderia XCat and JPR Team Thunder Chickens completing the top 10.

7 Team Honeywell (Geoﬀ Fawcett/Tim Wheeldon/Neil Plimmer);

JPR Team Viking was awarded "Team of the Day", ﬁnishing 10th.

6 PW Racing (Anthony Reid/Antonio Armelin/Paul Wighton);

8 Apollo Motorsport (Ross Murray/Harry Mailer/Dominic Russell);
9 Scuderia XCat (Rob Thomas/Simon Bonham/Martin Harris);

Massive congratulations to our 2015 champions, Team Racelogic! After just 1
victory this year, but 5 podium ﬁnishes, it proves consistency is key to winning
championships!
Published by Peter Scherer for Fun Cup, October 19th 2015.

5 Track Focused (Sean Cooper/Neil Smith/Michael McCollum);

10 JPR- Team Thunder Chickens (Martin Gibson/Oliver Vine/Ellis Hadley).
Fastest lap Marcus Clutton (Team Sherardize/Nielsen Racing) 2m00.258s
(80.58mph).

CHAMPIONSHIP STANDINGS
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Car No.

Team

Standing

Points

1

Team Racelogic

1st

420

225

JPR - UVio

2nd

389

209

Eco Racing

3rd

386
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